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U P S  C o r n e r

We hope everyone had a happy and restful holiday season.  Welcome back 
to semester 2, and the stresses of school!   With midterms around the corner, 
fi rst years starting their professional practice labs and third years doing 
their lab remedials, I think we are all counting down the days till reading 
week!!

Some of us students have just returned from PDW in Winnipeg.  It was a 
fantastic conference and a great opportunity to mingle with fellow pharmacy 
students from across Canada.  UPS would like to thank Alexandra Marcil 
and Marie- Hélène Irvine, our Senior and Junior CAPSI representatives for 
all their hard work!  We would also like to thank the class council CAPSI 
reps:  Kristin Trigiani (0T8), Jennifer Teng (0T9) and Rachel Knott (1T0).  
They all did an amazing job organizing the competitions, promoting the 
conference and relaying information to the student body so that UofT 
pharmacy students could participate in such a memorable week.

We all need to take a break from school sometimes and so UPS has a variety 
of events planned for this semester!  Firstly, intramural sports have started 
again and many pharmacy students are pumped for inner-tube waterpolo, 
soccer and volleyball (just to mention a few).  Also, our hockey boys (and 
girl!) are taking to the ice again!  They were undefeated last semester and 
we have faith that they will win the championship again this term.  In 
addition, your class councils have a bunch of fantastic ideas for the next 
couple of months, including salsa classes, bowling nights and some special 
events around Valentines Day!  

In case you would prefer to shop instead of study, the 0T9/1T0 clothing 
sale is coming up.  Plus, you will have the opportunity to buy a “My kid is 
a pharmacist” mug from the fi rst year class council.  What a great gift for 
your parents J  

Believe it or not, UPS elections are just around the corner!  We would 
like to encourage all of you to consider getting involved and running for 
council.  Do not hesitate to contact the current member that holds the 
position that interests you.  More details on the elections will be available 
in the next month.

Andrea Narducci  Habibat Aziz Garuba
UPS President   UPS Vice-President
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The articles of the Monograph 
are not refl ective of University of 
Toronto, the Leslie Dan Faculty of 
Pharmacy nor the Undergraduate 
Pharmacy Society.  They are strictly 
opinions of the authors.  If you fi nd 
any articles that are inappropriate or 
offensive, please inform us and we 
will try to resolve it.
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Letter From the Editors

Hi Pharmacy,

 As we fi nally settle back into gear for another semester of school, be it 
in 1st, 2nd, or 3rd year, no doubt we’re all feeling a little stressed. As the 3rd years 
know, few days go by without hearing "OMG, I’m so $#@%!&ing screwed", 
or something along those lines. I mean, there are case study seminars, PPL 
labs, and midterms galore, and not to mention the OSCE to worry about. 2nd 
years have to deal with the dilemma of going to radiopharmaceutics lectures 
or not, or about the horror that is medchem. Of course, the 1st years probably 
have it the easiest. Let’s not get jealous now; we’ve all been there and enjoyed 
those days off and days where you could just sit around and not worry about 
doing work. Regardless of what year you’re in, one may still get the feeling 
that regardless of what you do or how you prepare, you’re still screwed.

 You’re probably thinking "yes I know I’m stressed, but what are you 
getting at?". Sure we have all this stuff to do, but let’s not forget to live a little 
as well. Are you sacrifi cing a night out with your buddies to spend that extra 
hour studying for Prof. Wells’ section? Skipping out on intramural sports to 
study for the PPL that you’re going to fail anyway? Or, not being able to sing 
in the pharmacy choir because you’re practicing empathy statements and PPL 
skills in front of the mirror so much that you’ve lost your voice? 

 Remember, we’re pharmacy students only once. The stress, pain, and 
good times will go by in a fl ash. Years from now, what we’ll remember won’t 
be that we killed Wells’ section on the exam or that we got killed by PHM321, 
but the good times we’ve shared with friends.

 So our message to you is to put down your notes for a minute, call 
up some friends, check out what events are going on, play some sports, 
and just create some memories. 

Remember...
If submitting an article, please include your FULL NAME and CLASS. Send 
your work to your class monograph reps (info is on the inside cover). 

Tentative dues dates for future submissions are:
Feb. 11, and Apr. 1, 2006

The Monograph is the ‘Voice of the Students’. Let YOUR voice be heard! 
Submit an article to The Monograph.

All the best this term, 

Michelle Chan and Henry Chen,
Monograph Co-editors 2006-2007
Undergraduate Pharmacy Society
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UPS Athletics
Female Athletics
---Rosanna Yan (0T8) Female Athletics Director 

Welcome back to a new semester of sports! Last term, we had 
an awesome season in women’s intramurals. 

Pharmacy brought home not one, but TWO 
championship wins. We defeated Vic (2-0) to claim the 
Soccer div III title and UC (2-0) to win the Volleyball 
div I title. Congratulations to the winning teams. 

For everyone who came out to represent pharmacy, give 
yourself a pat on the back. Everyone played hard and had a 
good time. We all represented the faculty in a respectable and 
competitive manner. I hope you can continue coming out to 
play this term. 

Intramurals are always a great stress reliever especially 
during our midterms and exams! This semester we have 
basketball div II, volleyball div I, and soccer div I. Remember 
to sign up if you want to play! Don’t forget to check the UPS 
website and the athletics board for updated info. See you on 
the court! 

Male Athletics
---Rene Mader (0T9) Male Athletics Director

2006 ended off strong for Pharmacy men’s athletics.  The 
hockey team (captained by Eric Henderson - 0T8) and flag 
football team (captained by David Zhao - 0T8) won their 
respective leagues.  Congratulations to Trevor Polson - 0T8 
(Hockey MVP) and John Winter - 1T0 (Flag Football MVP) 
for leading their teams to the Championship Cup.  On that 
note, John is also the recipient for November’s Athlete of the 
Month.  He has made a significant contribution to Pharmacy 
sports on and off the court/field in this first year.  Keep up the 
good work!

The new year looks very promising for field sports 
now being played in the Bubble at Varsity Field.  
This new facility is state of the art with an awesome 
turf that is just waiting to be torn up.  Indoor soccer 
teams will definitely love playing there this season!        
Don’t forget your New Year’s Resolution; play more 
pharmacy sports. 

Sport Captain MVP Notes

COED

Ultimate Frisbee - div2 Jason Chenard - 0T8 Cynthia Leung - 0T9 Team made playoffs
Volleyball - div1 Rene Mader - 0T9 Rene Mader - 0T9  
Volleyball - div2 David Zhao - 0T8 Peter Chiu - 1T0  
Volleyball - div3 Alexander Vuong - 0T9 Shauna Forsey - 0T9  
Basketball - div1 Rene Mader - 0T9 Rene Mader - 0T9 Team made playoffs
Basketball - div2 David Zhao - 0T8 Lindsay Tribe - 0T9 Team made playoffs

  

Men’s

Basketball - div2 Matt King - 0T9 Mina Faheim - 0T7  
Basketball - div2 Tommy Lam - 1T0 Eric Ojha - 1T0  

Hockey - div4 Eric Henderson - 0T8 Trevor Polson - 0T8 League Champs
Flag Football - div2 David Zhao - 0T8 John Winter - 1T0 League Champs

Soccer - div3 Mena Ibrahim - 0T8 Mina Faheim - 0T7 Team made playoffs
Volleyball - div2 David Zhao - 0T8 Rene Mader - 0T9  

 

Women’s

Soccer - div3 Lauren Mirabelli - 0T8 Lauren Mirabelli - 0T8 League Champs
Flag Football - div2 Stephanie Chan - 1T0 Candy Pletzer - 0T7 Team made playoffs

Volleyball - div1 Stephanie Barnhill - 0T7 Julie Dyck - 0T8 League Champs
Volleyball - div2 Amy Tam - 0T8 Jenny Limcangco - 1T0  
Basketball - div2 Janet Chong - 0T8 Lori Tribe - 0T9  
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Co-Ed Athletics
---Eric Henderson (0T8) Co-Ed Sports Director

The year 2006 has been a very successful one for Pharmacy Athletics.   As we embark on a new season and semester, the Athletics Directors and Reps 
are looking forward to making 2007 our best year ever!

Keep your eyes posted on the Athletic Board in the student lounge because we have several teams that are on wait lists for their respective leagues.  
And for you dodgbeball enthusiasts, this is your  time to get excited because there is a brand new weekly league formed  of which Pharmacy will be 
a member! 

Selected 2006 Pharmacy Intramural Teams
Div III Coed Volleyball

Div I Women’s Vollleyball Men’s Hockey

Div II Men’s Basketball

Pharmacy Dodgeball Pharmacy Curling
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Alternative Learning Resources 
---Lauren O’Connor (0T8) Monograph Rep

We all have our guilty pleasures.  Some people love 
to buy shoes or bags, others can’t live without chocolate, and 
others still can’t be at home for ten minutes without checking 
their email or favourite celebrity gossip website.  My guilty 
pleasure is definitely a seasonal addiction that seems to start 
when the weather turns cold, the readings start piling up and 
midterms are pending, and the plot lines are getting set for 
November sweeps….My name is Lauren, and I am addicted 
to television.

 How many times have we heard those old sayings…
TV will rot your brain, it’s a waste of time, it’s the root of all 
evil? Well, when considering some shows, like one in which 
a washed-up rapper has women vying for his affection, I 
can’t really debate. (For those of you who haven’t seen 
“Flavor of Love”, it’s to the brain what hydrochloric acid is 
to the skin).  I think shows like the aforementioned, however, 
give television a bad rap.  

Without discrediting my school education, I can 
honestly say I have learned a lot from TV over the years.  
From my early memories of the reiteration of what a poison 
symbol meant on “Care Bears”, to being encouraged to 
read from a talking boot on TVO, TV seemed to provide 
that positive reinforcement of lessons taught at home or at 
school.  Even the ads of our childhood reminded us of some 
crucial points.  Who could forget the Stay Alert and Stay 
Safe bunnies reminding the Canadian youth not to talk to 
strangers? And who could ever look at an egg hitting the pan 
again without thinking: this is your brain on drugs?  

I realized sometime last year, however, that while I 
have the skull means poison and the reading things down pat, 
TV is still a valuable resource that is reiterating the things I 
learn in school.  Smack dab in the middle of a TV trend that 
fuses drama, comedy and science, it seems that every science 
based episode of a show I see has some relation to something 
we have just learned in school.  Somewhere between the 
Language of Medicine, microbiology, and therapeutics, 
we were given the tools to understand the medical parts of 
these shows more and more.  Accordingly, I find myself less 
interested in the drama, and more interested in the actual 
medical cases (apparently network TV also promotes case 
based learning).

Even if medical dramas aren’t your thing, school 
cannot be escaped when watching other types of television.  
The crime and punishment shows are always throwing around 
the names of biochemical test, and who could forget CSI?  It 

was the original show that turned some of the glamour away 
from being a cop and made lab work look sexy.  I was sitting 
in analysis the other day, and thought: didn’t I see that once 
on CSI?  And let’s not get started on a certain “you are NOT 
the father” talk show that has made DNA and lie detector 
testing mainstream. 

It doesn’t even end there.  There are reality shows 
that advise people how to take years off their life, or how to 
stop “killing their kids” through the use of food and exercise.  
Both of these types of shows usually bring up numerous self-
care topics like the use of vitamins and minerals and weight 
loss.  Not to mention the use of herbals and homeopathy 
which are also sometimes encouraged in this form of mass 
media.

So next time you need an extra learning resource, it 
may not be so bad to flip on the TV.  It may give you that 
added reminder of a drug’s side effect or the presentation 
of a certain disease state.  It could also help you prepare for 
patients’ questions, since the medical and biochemical topics 
shown on TV are more mainstream.  That’s my philosophy, 
anyway.  But, it’s 9 o’clock and I guess I should do some 
therapeutics…I wonder if House will cover glaucoma this 
week…           
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Pharmacy Hockey Rocks

Much more than a game.
A subsection of talent, gels together,
 as veterans recruit new troops.

A feeling of belonging,
       welcomed.

T-Rat, with his shares in Tim Horton’s®.
T-Rev, I can’t score a hat trick in this league.
Johnny McRuthless, pure ruthlessness.
Bachelor Vij, anyone see my wedding ring?
Five minutes to puck drop, 
       Earl should be here anytime. 
Michelle, our enforcer.
B-Langel, my replacement, a wise choice.
T-Rat, T-Rev, T-Russ, blue T-shirt:
        I just like saying that.
Vincy, watch as I set up T-Rev.
Coach Rico, steals the puck from Jay on a breakaway.

The red sea of fans behind us, a tripod in particular.

Get ready fellas, 
        the Dean’s droppin’ the puck tonight.

From the beginning, I felt I was being recruited,
 into what, no clue.
The dressing room “bonding”,
 followed by a three-star schlitz.
  Rico’s calling a team shower.

Meds, Law, Forestry, Poli.Sci., even the highly                   
 scouted Commerce:
 none left standing,
 all hit by the rock that is Pharmacy hockey.
 Seven and Oh!

As grads leave and rookies are introduced,
 erosion takes place,
 triturgating a homogeneous formulation.
Behind the sharp faces and pressure cracks,
lies much more than a bunch of guys (and girl)
 trying to blow off academic steam.

Rather,
        a team,
 unique talents complement each other
 and in the end,
 we’re all wearing the same T-shirt.

Welcome to the rock.

                                                               

J. R. Chenard 

Unpublished, 2007 

A dressing room wager involved a poem dedicated to pharmacy hockey if 
the gold medal was brought home.  So here you go boys! (and Michelle)

                                                         -# 21
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Feeling Sleepy in 
the Library
--- Tulika Singh (1T0) Monograph Rep

I am sleepy
But I must not rest
It feels creepy 
My brain, at arrest

I have to go on
But not for my sake
I am a mere pawn
With a lot at stake

My eyes to shut
Comprehension, cease
I am on a rut
And at great unease

When will this end?
This pointless trip
My senses bend
As I loose grip

Thoughts blend
Colours swirl
Signals end
In a twirl

Dark develops
Night envelops
Nothing matters…
Not even my heart falters

0T9/1T0 Mixer
---Alexander Vuong (0T9) Class President 

It was on November 27, 2006 that the 0T9 and 1T0 classes met 
up for the 0T9/1T0 Mixer at Molly Blooms.  An event organized 
to continue the phriendly relations that were developed between 
the two classes during Phrosh Week …And it was a huge success! 
The first and second year pharmacy students swarmed the place.  
Not only filling up the top floor, but the entire restaurant!  Who 
can blame you guys - we just finished our PHM128 and PHM228 
midterms and everyone was ready to celebrate!  I don’t have an 
exact count on how many people attended, but apparently the 
restaurant went through over 100 beef burgers, in addition to the 
veggie burgers and non-burger items students ordered.  Pharmacy 
sure killed a lot of cows that day :S

The night was a perfect opportunity for big siblings in 0T9 to share 
exam tips and for the little sibs in 1T0 to share their progress in 
the year thus far.  Even those who were sibling-less had a great 
opportunity to meet students in a different class.  Keep mixing 
and mingling amongst the classes guys—there are many more 
opportunities this semester for you to do this!  Just keep your eyes 
peeled on UPS and class events coming up!
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An investigation of the receptiveness of a single 
individual to a Priorities Based Shopping strategy

---Gloria Seto (0T8) 

Background: 
Shopping is a very popular activity among North American, 
middle class youths.  In popular culture, it is associated with a 
therapeutic effect evidenced by the common use of terminology 
such as “therapeutic shopping” or “shopping therapy.” 

Carolls identified, in his 1996 paper, the economic impact 
of diverting resources, such as time and money, to the act of 
shopping.   He suggested that shopping resulted in indulgence and 
wastage of the resources named previously.  This paper describes 
the receptiveness of a single individual to the application of the 
method of “Priorities  Based Shopping,” a risk reduction strategy 
developed for the specific  application to the act of shopping. 

Method:
The investigator and a friend, Lucy, shopped for semi formal 
dresses.   The investigator suggested that the time spent looking 
for “the goods” be minimized by setting up a game plan.
 
The following was proposed over the phone: 

1. Both the investigator and Lucy shop online prior to hitting 
the mall to narrow down the list of stores that require visiting 
- much of the time one spends shopping is wasted on walking 
around in an attempt to see the merchandise.  Shopping online 
allows one to see much of the merchandise at the click of a mouse.  
Of course, one of the limitations here is the speed of the internet 
connection and one’s ability to navigate around the website. 

2. Develop a list of priorities that can be used to evaluate “the  
goods” sought after, then rank the stores chosen in #1 according 
to  their ability to fulfill these priorities and visit stores in that  
order.  By doing so, one hopes that a decision will be made and 
“the goods” purchased before all stores are frequented.  Of course, 
this assumes that both shoppers have the same set of priorities, 
which was clearly not the case in this instance.
 
Results: 
After no deliberation at all, Lucy rejected the investigator’s 
proposal. 

Discussion: 
When the shopping was carried out, ALL the stores on the 
list developed in #1 of the proposal were visited according to 
their GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION and not their ability to fulfill 
priorities. 

The investigator was asked to use her emotions to evaluate goods 
so that spontaneous purchases could be made and resist being 
so bizarre.  The method of Priorities Based Shopping was not 
well received.

MY PERSPECTIVE: What do you do when...  
---Christobelle (1T0)
The following are two very different scenarios that ultimately 
revolve around one simple question—what should you do? 

The first: You are at a dinner party, where you don’t know anyone, 
thrown by a friend you haven’t seen for a very long time.  During 
the course of the dinner and mingling, you realize you have to get 
going soon but you haven’t had a chance to talk to the host much.  
As you walk over to chat with your friend, some inconsiderate 
person jumps in front of you and begins a heated conversation with 
your friend.  As you approach the discussion, the inconsiderate 
person gives you an evil look indicating their displeasure with 
your presence.  You acknowledge the look and reciprocate your 
feelings by standing there anyway.  After patiently waiting, you 
decide to cut in because you really need to leave.  Seeing as they 
have no choice, the inconsiderate person leaves.  Upon conclusion 
of your quick ‘catch up’ session with your friend, you discover 
that you and the inconsiderate person live minutes away from each 
other.  Your friend, being the social butterfly, suggests that you 
share a cab home.  You exchange disappointed looks but bite your 
tongues and agree.  Your friend insists that both of you take some 
leftover homemade cranberry sauce home.  The inconsiderate 
person rushes past you to get in the cab first.  As you get in the cab, 
you accidentally tip your Tupperware container and spill it on your 
newly found pal.  Your brain is frozen and utterly shocked because 
‘you can’t believe how much worse this night can get.’  Then the 
person gets out of the cab and starts screaming at you.

The second case: It’s the late September; the weather is still nice 
but today was an unusually cold day.  You step off the subway and 
feel a cold wave of fresh air.  You look down at your feet and thank 
yourself for deciding to put on your running shoes instead of flip 
flops this morning.  What crazy person would wear sandals when it 
feels like -15 ◦C out here?  You look at your watch and realize you 
have 5 minutes to get to class.  So you start racing up the steps to 
get outside when you accidentally trip and step on the heel of the 
person in front of you.  All of a sudden, the person turns around 
and screams at you.  It’s still very early in the morning so you are 
not fully functionally and can’t comprehend why this person is 
standing there yelling at you when there are many angry people 
trying to get past.  A few seconds pass by and you are knocked 
back into reality because the person is holding their broken flip 
flop inches from your nose and it is actually beginning to make 
you feel nauseated.  Before you can even think it for yourself, the 
person points out (very angrily) that you have broken their flip flop 
and they have no other shoes with them.  

What are your options?
-be sincerely apologetic
-offer to reimburse them with their loss
-think to yourself ‘hey, they deserved it’
-turn around and run for your life
Is there any other option I’ve missed???  To be honest…there is no 
obviously good answer…so what do you do???
(Christine.Truong@utoronto.ca)
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UPS Events Announcement
Hey Pharmacy! I hope you all had an awesome holiday! The UPS has another great event coming up soon – the Health Fair. 
For those of you who are unfamiliar with this event, it is a university-wide event organized by Health Service and Health 
Promotion Programs at the University of Toronto, and it is in its 17th (!) year. It is held in the Bahen Atrium, and consists of 
a number of stands and interactive displays that promote health and wellness. 

The UPS will have a display there, and this year, we shall be educating fellow UofTers about the use of Vitamins and 
Minerals. Topics include the issue of the usefulness of multivitamins, the role of important vitamins and minerals such as 
folic acid and iron, and a few points about the vitamin industry. 

The event shall be held in the Bahen Atrium (that 
big hallway as you walk into the Bahen Center), on 
Wednesday, February 14th from 10am-3pm. We need 
your help to volunteer and educate fellow students – this 
is a great opportunity for all, including our wonderful 
1st years to get out there and practice those amazing 
communication and counselling skills. There will be 
more info about sign ups for time slots soon (if you 
can just do 1 hour, it’d be great! If you can do 2, that’s 
awesome!) that will come via the listserves, so keep 
an eye out for that! Of course, all our helpers shall be 
rewarded with a UPS point. Hope to see some of you 
there! Or, just drop by and say hi, and take a look at all 
the other stands that are set up! 

Evgenia Cheveleva & Andrea Fernandes
UPS Events Directors
ups.events@gmail.com 

---Caroline Lim (1T0)
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The Dispensary
---Josh Lieblein (1T0)

The Dispensary continues to overcome the odds and brave exams, sleeplessness, and Drug Information Assignments to bring 
you the only source of Pharmacy News verified by multiple scientifical sources.

As the profession of Pharmacy continues to develop in new and exciting ways, so too does the Dispensary. The compiler 
has decided to add new features to the compendium of Pharmacy News to give students a more in-depth understanding of 
Pharmacy News as-it-happens.

Pharmacy Building Projected Weather Forecast
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Cold Cold Cold Cold & 

Windy
Cold Cold Cold

Lost and Found:

-Lost: One “B+” class average in PHM150. Last seen before final exam which was worth 65% of final grade. If found, please 
call 416-555-OWND immediately.

-Found: Extra space in Pharmacy Building as a result of the departure of 4th years. Rates, leasing negotiable; Arts and 
Science students need not apply.

-Lost: Show on CTV that doesn’t make any sense and the show’s writers are probably laughing at you while you sit there all 
confused trying to figure it out.

Let’s see what’s making Pharmacy News this hour.

Winter Break Fails to Last Forever Once Again

Despite a massive 11th-hour push by students across the known world, Winter Break failed to last forever once again this year. 
No known instances of Winter Break lasting forever have been reported.

Experts speculate that the staggered timing of Winter Break between schools is a major factor in preventing Winter Break 
from lasting forever. For example, York’s Winter Break began a full week before U of T’s this year, which led to multiple 
instances of York students making fun of U of T students for having an exam period that lasts until December 22nd.

It remains to be seen whether other breaks, such as Reading Week, summer vacation, and most weekends, will last forever 
this year.
Pharmacy Student Lone Proponent of “The Pods Are Not Going to Break off their 
Moorings and fall to The Ground” Theory

Lynne Price has the unusual distinction of being the only person in the entire Faculty of Pharmacy who does not believe that 
the Pods will come crashing down one day. She has reportedly characterized the pods as “just being like any other classroom” 
and has never made a half-serious “over the weight limit” joke to a friend upon entering the pods.

“It’s amazing,” a friend was quoted as saying. “She doesn’t seem to be worried at all about the thin metal rods that are 
keeping the pods suspended several stories above the ground. As far as she’s concerned, the fact that people are also walking 
on top of the pods while others are sitting inside is a positive attribute. She’s either very brave or insane.”
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For her part, Price does not consider herself as different, 
although she does acknowledge that the inside of the pods 
remind her slightly of the bridge of the U.S.S. Enterprise. She 
has not, however, felt the urge to put up her hand and ask the 
lecturer or T.A. to fire phasers or photon torpedoes.

Anatomy Lecturer’s Overhead Doodles 
Criticized Sharply by Art Establishment

ANA200Y1Y lecturer Dee Ballyk’s latest collection of 
overhead doodles has received an uncharacteristically 
negative review from Toronto’s leading art critics.

“Ballyk has proven herself to be a master of the ‘squeaky 
marker on plastic overhead’ medium, so I was surprised to 
see that her latest crop of anatomy drawings failed to match 
the standard that she had set” a review in Toronto’s NOW 
Magazine read. “I was expecting something with the passion 
and fire of her earlier works, such as ‘Bound by Intermediate 
Filaments’, ‘Isolation of the Nucleus Solitarius’, and ‘Second 
Anatomy Midterm of Total Destruction’.” The review went 
on to give Ballyk three N’s out of a total of 5, a devastating 
stroke indeed.

A review in Toronto’s Eye Magazine was more sympathetic. 
“It’s easy to see why Ballyk’s work has suffered. I doubt any 
artist could manage the strain of constant questions from 
that guy in the front row….what’s his name…..Josh, or 
something.”

Ballyk’s latest piece, a rendition of the annulus fibrosa, a 
fibrocartilagenous ring that joins adjacent vertebral bodies together. She 
calls it “The Ring of Fiber”. (♪ I fell in-to a burnin’ ring of fiber…. ♪)

This concludes today’s edition of the Dispensary. Join us 
next time when we publish in-depths exposés on the personal 
lives of the Faculty’s hottest couples and give them annoying 
nicknames, such as “Aarondrea” or “Allegreric”. As always, 
the compiler can be reached by e-mail at 
obsidian_17@hotmail.com.

*permission granted by Professor Ballyk to use her name

l.if.e.

<darkness3

i.

adjusting our veiled eyes to see 
smoke through flesh, we kick, 
marring our paled cocoons
with a sordid scar

ii.

naked, you dabble in your waking 
fascination with candles, leaving 
smiles in the setting wax
over grandpa’s coffin
        :
we weave the summer sky,
tucking our hearts into the hills,
warm with birdsong 
and cherry wine.

iii.

a breathless fog swallows
our innocence and i 
scramble to scratch 
the dull clouds from the sun, 
catching glints on my tongue
:
we flee to the west, ceding 
a cuckoo nest 

iv.

our soles carry unsung dirges
as your loving lungs pour
into the favonian shores 

v.

i follow 
singing my last 
lullaby 

[darkness]

--- Jonathan Lu (1T0)
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New Year, A Time to Be Optimistic!
---Alexander Vuong (0T9) Class President 

I’m pretty sure you have heard wise cracks and jokes about the “deficiencies” in the Faculty Building all 
semester.  But it’s a new year and I plan on being more optimistic from now on, so let’s use the powers of 
positive thinking and turn those growing pains into a good thing!  Love, Angel, Music, Baby! 

Bad: Lecture halls are cold.
Good: All the reason to get a little cozy with that special someone during class ;) 

Bad: The elevator is too slow.
Good: A blessing in disguise…take the stairs down to feel the burn! This way, when you are in the lecture halls 
you don’t feel so cold. 

Bad: Doors to the faculty building are too heavy.
Good: Didn’t you know the building was a gym in disguise?-doors for weights, stairs for cardio!

Bad: Not enough space in the building to eat food.
Good: A hands on course-Dieting 101! Beats didactic teaching if you ask me!

Bad: Hot water in the bathrooms isn’t working. 
Good: The reduction in electricity use! Being green friendly! Now you won’t feel so bad in the future when 
you’re driving Hummers you bought with your super ridiculously high pharmacist salary. 

Bad: Café should be Tim Hortons instead of the try-hard Starbucks.
Good: Tim’s would attract a lot of Arts and Science students. Remember how in those pre pharmacy days, you 
wouldn’t shower to squeeze in more study time? (oh wait, maybe that was just me!)

Bad: Glass walls everywhere? That’s kinda creepy!
Good: Free zoo display! Specimens are known to be frisky (ie. on top of the pods) and smelly (especially on 
exam days), but a free show is a free show nonetheless. 

Bad: Quiet study area on top of the pod is not quiet enough.
Good: Silence isn’t needed when studying anatomy…

Bad: Access cards that cost $10.
Good: Don’t you know that it’s also a knick knack, a paper weight, and pharmacy memorabilia all in one tiny 
package? Now that’s VALUE!

Bad: The study areas in the building only open until 8PM on Mondays-Thursdays.
Good: You can party, go to the mall, play basketball and do fun stuff that other young adults do! Moderation is 
KEY people!!!
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Horoscopes for Pharmacy Students
---Elaine Tam (0T9)

 Aries
March 21 – April 19
You should not have woken up this morning, however, it is too 
late to run back home to hide under the covers.  Brace yourself 
for public embarrassment when your professors make you look 
like an idiot in class today.  Just slip some diazepam into your 
vodka bottle – I mean, water bottle – to numb the shame.  

 Taurus
April 20 – May 20
Your financial outlook will take a turn for the better soon.  No 
longer will you have to live on ketchup and cabbage after 
paying another years’ worth of tuition, textbooks, and housing.  
Celebrate by investing in stocks for Tim Hortons, Second Cup, 
and Starbucks... and you will never be poor again, guaranteed.

 Gemini
May 21 – June 21
Gemini, Gemini, Gemini… you are special indeed.  Never forget 
that three of you make up one spectacular nerve, the sole carrier 
of impulses from the skin of the face to the brain.  Just hope and 
pray that your TA will take note of your importance and overlook 
ethics to accept that hundred-dollar bribe that you so discreetly 
clipped into your exam booklet in December.  

 Cancer
June 22 – July 22
Go buy yourself a teddy bear today.  He will become your new 
best friend and you will come to appreciate all the emotional 
support he can offer you.  With seven midterms looming 
just around the corner, it is best for you to attempt this non-
pharmacologic therapy before resorting to anti-psychotics.  
Hold onto that prescription for risperidone, because screaming 
"ALIENS ARE INVADING NUNAVUT!" while clutching your 
beloved teddy bear will guarantee your plead for insanity when 
you stand trial for stealing a course pack from last year.

 Leo
July 23 – August 22
After many ups and downs, your single most important 
relationship finally appears to be stable and lasting.  It is now 
time to disclose to the world your secret affair.  There will be 
shock and uproar, but you must ignore the outcry and remain 
faithful to your one true love: Gerstein.

 Virgo
August 23 – September 22
You must not feel dejected when you humiliate your fellow group 
members during your class presentation while flunking Debra’s 
panel, three midterms, and five labs this month.  Do not punish 
yourself.  Instead of purposely slamming your head repeatedly 
against glass walls, head to the big pod.  Once safely within 
the confines of that wonderful suspended enclosure, indulge in 
5000mg of codeine – it will be extremely effective in preventing 
future embarrassments and all other life experiences of any sort.  

 Libra
September 23 – October 22
Pure logic indicates that it is impossible for you to participate in 
faculty events, five intramural sports, and nine SAC clubs while 
maintaining proper grades and not getting fired from your job.  
The solution is to set up your own portable IV drip of 100mg/mL 
caffeine and adjust the infusion rate to 500mL/min between the 
hours of 12:00am and 11:59pm.  This pharmacologic treatment is 
highly efficacious, especially for the super-involved keener.  

 Scorpio
October 23 – November 21
Do not forget that the killer midterm worth 50% of your final 
mark is fast approaching.  Instead of increasing your cortisol 
levels to dangerously lethal concentrations, treat your study 
buddy to dinner tonight… and to all other meals over the next 
month.  It will be the best investment of your life.

 Sagittarius
November 22 – December 21
Refrain from smashing your torsion balance against the elevator 
doors when the elevator has mercilessly passed your floor for the 
eighteenth time without once opening its mocking metal mouth.  
Furthermore, do not bother lubricating the front doors with 
your newly compounded ointment; the doors will remain nearly 
impossible to open regardless of how much ointment you slather 
onto the hinges.  

 Capricorn
December 22 – January 19
Stop studying so hard.  You will still get a C- no matter how 
hard you try to cram in the substrates for MDR1 and MRP2.  
A superior method of memorizing words without vowels is 
to actually take some 4-methylumbelliferone sulphate or 9-
aminocamptothecin yourself.  They say hands on experience 
always helps you remember things better - those BCRP 
transporters of yours will definitely get a workout you will not 
forget!

 Aquarius
January 20 – February 18
Have some fun once in a while.  Show up to your CSV or HSV 
dressed in a fuschia basketball jersey, orange and lime green 
polka dot clown pants, and mismatched socks.  Just remember to 
act professionally while savouring the look of bewilderment on 
the face of your pharmacist mentor.  Then prepare yourself for an 
uncomfortable meeting with Lesley. 
 

 Pisces
February 19 – March 20
It is of utmost important to watch your health and to take care 
of yourself.  Do not exceed ten cups of coffee a day (instead, 
consider asking Libra for advice on an IV drip), do not conduct 
quality assurance testing by subjecting yourself to your own 
compounded products in pseudo clinical trials within the PPL on 
Floor 7, always dress professionally warm, and take plenty of 
Demerol PRN.  
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*Living on the Ocean Shore*
---Mavra Zvenigorodskaya

A storm was strong on the horizon
Grey-blue waves crashed on the shore
Atop the waves white crests were rising
From the rain clouds water poured

From far away I watched the ocean
“Alright”, I thought, “I’ll be safe here”
I realized, though, I was in motion
To the shoreline I drew near

I saw a girl in tattered clothing
A lone survivor of the storm
Among the waves she had been floating
And was carried here onto the shore

Her life here on the coast was modest
Inside a little hut of sand
Her heart was kind, her words were honest
And I knew she was my friend

It only seemed that she had nothing
For deep inside of me I felt
She had a special richness; something
More than could be seen or held

I understood why I had come here
I, too, lived on the ocean shore
Above, we saw the sky was clear here
Into it our spirits soared.

---C.L. (1T0)

Where are all the pharmacy shows? 
---Matt Fong (0T9) Monograph Rep

Grey’s Anatomy, Scrubs, 3 lbs, Chicago Hope, ER, Doogie 
Howser MD, House, and the list goes on.  So many medical 
dramas, sitcoms and thrillers….So where are all the 
pharmacy-based TV shows?  Don’t get me wrong I’m a big 
fan of these types of programs, especially being a health care 
professional (Well, soon to be).  But I’d like to see a little 
more pharmacy action on TV. 

What do we get now?  Dorkiness.  Hollywood makes us look 
like a bunch of dorks.  For example, Mort the pharmacist from 
Family Guy, Ned Flanders from the Simpsons, and George 
the pharmacist from season 1-2 of Desperate House Wives 
(who gets killed by the way).  We get no respect!  I mean, 
if Pee-wee Herman can get a show, I’m sure it wouldn’t kill 
anyone to write a show about the lives of a few pharmacists, 
struggling in this crazy work-a-day world, trying to make 
ends meet.

I can imagine it now.  Drama will ensue from the relationships 
in the pharmacy between colleagues and patients.  Moral 
dilemmas will fit in there somehow.  Action might come from 
some crazed lunatic coming in and causing a ruckus or maybe 
from one of many robberies with knife-wielding maniacs.  
There could also be a mystery.  A patient could come in with 
unexplicable signs and symptoms and the pharmacist strains 
to identify the DRPs.  You could even work some comedy 
in there.  Viagra jokes never get old and the Peptol Bismol 
dance can add a certain comedic element, maybe.

The possibilities are endless.  Why even stop there?  Why 
not bring it to the silver screen.  I mean who doesn’t like 
to watch people dispense, counsel and compound?  That’s 
it.  I’m going to start writing it now… right after I finish 
watching House. :P

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/john_g._brennan
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---Caroline Lim (1T0)

ARTS CORNER
---Allegra Connor (0T9)

---Allegra Connor (0T9)
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‘Pharmacist Prescribing’.* A reply from Barry 
Power BScPhm, PharmD.  
Letter originally authored by Allegra Connor , 0T9*

Reprinted with permission of the Canadian Pharmacists 
Association from
Can Pharm J Vol 140 No 1 January /February 2007

Editor’s Note
The letter below was written by a pharmacy student who attended 
a recent panel discussion on prescribing rights organized by 
CAPSI at the University of Toronto. Panel members included a 
pharmacist from the Ontario College of Pharmacists, a pharmacist 
member of a family health team, 2 nurses from the College of 
Nurses of Ontario, and a family physician based at Women’s 
College Hospital in Toronto. Students were encouraged to submit 
their opinions on the issue to CPJ and Dr. Barry Power, CPhA’s 
Director of Practice Development. 

--------------------

Thank you for your letter on pharmacist prescribing. You raise a 
number of very valid points, the first of which is the educational 
preparation for prescribing. The pharmacy curricula across the 
country have been expanded and refocused in such a way to 
allow students and recent graduates to possess the knowledge for 
initiating and modifying medications. Many currently practicing 
pharmacists will also feel they are well prepared to prescribe. 
This points to the need for standards and some sort of certification 
process to assure the public that pharmacists have a consistent 
level of knowledge and skills that will allow them to be competent, 
patient-focused practitioners. 
 
You also raise the issue of pharmacists being required to prescribe. 
This issue is less clear. Making prescribing an “opt-in” act with 
a certification process sets the ground for 2 tiers of pharmacists. 
Our profession has not debated the issue of multi-level practice 
sufficiently to be able to say definitively which direction we should 
head in; however, one thing is clear, there will be pharmacists who 
will not want to pursue prescriptive authority and we need to 
recognize the vast array of skills that all pharmacists bring to our 
profession. Prescribing is simply one skill that we need to put in 
perspective. It needs to be used, along with counselling, triage, 
assessment, assistance with adherence, compounding, and other 
acts in our long list of competencies to meet patient needs. If we 
pursue prescriptive authority simply to have the right to prescribe, 
we have not served the profession or our patients. 

— Barry Power, BScPhm, PharmD
Director of Practice Development

Canadian Pharmacists Association

* ‘Pharmacist Prescribing’ can be found in the November issue 
of the Monograph ‘06.  It has also been printed in the Canadian 
Pharmacists’ Journal, Vol 140 No 1.
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Bill 102: Truly transparent   
              legislation?
---Josh Lieblein (1T0)

If you’re connected to the profession of pharmacy in any way, shape, or 
form, there’s a good chance that you’ve heard about the new Transparent 
Drug System for Patients Act, or Bill 102. You may have also heard 
that it affects the profession of pharmacy in Ontario in a potentially 
revolutionary manner. I know that I, as a pharmacist-to-be, want to know 
all I can about how my future job will be affected by new legislation. So, 
I decided to read up on Bill 102 and see what all the fuss was about. 

Some of what I found made me feel good, and some parts made me feel 
concerned. One thing was for sure though: I finished reading the bill with 
a lot more questions than when I started, and it was not just because of the 
astounding amount of legal jargon, amendments, and references to other 
pieces of legislation. 

What is Bill 102? Bill 102 amends two major pieces of legislation 
governing the profession of pharmacy in Ontario. One of the two pieces 
of legislation amended by Bill 102 is the Drug Interchangeability and 
Dispensing Fee Act. This bill deals with the process of designating drugs as 
interchangeable with other drugs (that is, they perform the same function 
clinically), the fees pharmacists can charge for dispensing a prescription, 
and rebates pharmacists can receive from drug manufacturers as a result 
of dispensing their products.1 The other piece of legislation is the Ontario 
Drug Benefit Act (ODBA), which deals with the listing of drugs in the 
Formulary and the list of drugs that are available under medical insurance 
plans in Ontario.2

Importantly, Bill 102 amends the ODBA so that pharmacists will 
be compensated for providing professional services, such as patient 
counseling.3 However, drug manufacturers cannot provide pharmacists 
with rebates for dispensing their products any longer. This means we, 
as pharmacists, will not receive compensation for selling one particular 
brand over another.4 Bill 102 affects drug prices in another way; before 
pharmacists were able to provide up to a 10% markup on a drug’s price 
before selling it. Now, that markup has gone down to 8%, and any one 
markup can be no more that $25.5 Fortunately, the bill tries to offset this 
loss by allowing the executive officer to increase our dispensing fee6 and 
to pay us back for drugs that we buy for our pharmacies.7 The costs of 
these drugs are called “cost to operator claims”. 

Additionally, Bill 102 creates an “executive officer”. This person will 
perform some of the work that the Minister of Health used to perform, 
such as designating drugs as interchangeable, updating the Formulary 
when necessary, and setting drug benefit prices for the Formulary. He 
or she will also make sure that the new rules governing drug prices and 
rebates are being followed.8 Finally, and luckily for us, Bill 102 brings 
about the creation of a Pharmacy Council, a body of pharmacy experts 
that will advise the executive officer in his or her duties. There’s also 
a Citizens Council of citizen advocates who will bring the concerns of 
patients to the executive officer.9 Our own beloved Dean Hindmarsh 
will sit on this Pharmacy Council, as will our friends at the Ontario 
Pharmacists Association. 

What do I think about Bill 102? In my opinion, Bill 102 represents a 
significant step forward. For the first time, we are being recognized as an 
integral part of the health care landscape in this province. The amount 
we’re going to be paid for providing professional services comes to a 50 

million annual investment, which is a significant investment in the future 
of pharmacy in Ontario. We also get a few perks, such as the increased 
dispensing fee and the payback for cost to operator claims. In my opinion, 
however, the most important step forward for Bill 102 is the creation of 
the Pharmacy Council, which will give pharmacists a voice in how the 
profession is regulated in the future at the government level. There’s a 
good chance that when new legislation is drafted, we’ll have a direct 
say in it, and the government’s willingness to create a special role for 
pharmacists in advising the executive officer demonstrates that Queen’s 
Park values our input and wants more of it.

Bill 102 is also a starting point for more developments; there are 
clauses pertaining to the formation of a code of conduct with respect 
to professional allowances that pharmacists can receive from drug 
manufacturers10, as well as an assurance that the executive officer will 
review requests for changes to drug benefit prices.11 

However, Bill 102 does have some significant areas of weakness. Here 
are a few: 

-The wording of this bill is extremely unclear in many places. For 
example, Bill 102 defines “interchangeable drugs” as having “the same 
or similar active ingredients in the same or similar dosage form as the 
other product”.12 Well, how similar is “similar”? When are two dosage 
forms “the same or similar”? The authors of the bill apparently realized 
this problem and amended the bill to define “same of similar active 
ingredients” as “different salts, esters, complexes or solvates of the same 
therapeutic moiety”13, but there is still no clear definition of “same or 
similar dosage forms”. Since designating drugs as interchangeable is one 
of the executive officer’s most important responsibilities, it is surprising 
that the bill defines “interchangeable” in such a confusing manner. 

-When I read the official transcript of debates at Queen’s Park with 
respect to Bill 102, I found this quote from the MPP for Erie Lincoln, Mr. 
Tim Hudak:

“The minister [of health] had objected to the cloak of science 
that had been around these decisions in the past, and some indication 
that the drug czar would not be a doctor or pharmacist I think was 
the implication.14”

The Minister’s reference to the “cloak of science” is troubling and it 
concerns me that the Minister of Health would prevent a pharmacist 
from becoming the drug executive, even though pharmacists are widely 
perceived to be drug experts. If the drug executive is not a drug expert, 
how will pharmacists in Ontario be able to trust his or her judgment?      

-I am also concerned that the creation of both a Pharmacy Council and 
a Citizens’ Council, could lead to a situation where both councils are 
trying to pull the drug executive in opposite directions. As pharmacists, 
it is important that the trust our patients place in us stays strong. What 
guarantee do we have that the Pharmacy Council and Citizens’ Council 
will be balanced so that a power struggle does not occur? 

-A fact of life is that pharmacists are dependent on drug manufacturers, 
and the truth is that Bill 102 is rather hard on drug manufacturers. In one 
place, Bill 102 says that if a manufacturer exceeds the price listed in the 
Formulary, they will have to pay the government the amount by which 
they exceeded the price.15 Unlike pharmacists, drug manufacturers are 
businessmen and businesswomen, and it’s safe to assume that they won’t 
be interested in investing in Ontario pharmacies if the government is 
going to cut into their profits. 
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---Jeff Farrand (0T8)
This concern was echoed by Ms. Elizabeth Witmer, the MPP for Kitchener 
Waterloo and a former Minister of Health: 

“The bill we have before us could well translate into job loss. 
In fact, today, Paul Lucas, president and CEO of GlaxoSmithKline, 
said, ‘If this bill moves forward as is, pill hill will disappear. Might 
not be next year, you might not read about it in the papers, but make 
no mistake, the investments will go elsewhere’”.16

-Many pharmacists feel that Bill 102, for all its good qualities, is a very 
poorly conceived bill. Most of these pharmacists operate independent 
pharmacies in rural areas of Ontario, and they feel that Bill 102’s 
prohibition of rebates will hurt their profit margins and force them to close 
their doors. At Queen’s Park, MPP’s read letters from their constituents 
expressing exactly this point of view. Here is a sample:
 

“For years, pharmacies and particularly community 
pharmacies who are unable to compete with the larger players have 
been subsidizing Ontario’s health care system. Now, by taking away 
the rebate offered to us by generic manufacturers, the province is 
essentially telling us that community pharmacies are not important 
to them. If this legislation passes, many of us will lose a significant 
portion of our income overnight....”17 

I was disappointed to see that the government did not listen to the 
concerns of small-town independent pharmacists, and decided to push 
ahead with Bill 102 as it was.

In conclusion, I think Bill 102 represents significant recognition of 
the profession of pharmacy in Ontario. It is a critical step forward and 
represents a significant shift for pharmacy practice. However, Bill 102 is 
not without flaws and has been criticized strongly by many pharmacists 
and politicians. It remains to be seen what impact Bill 102 and any other 
legislation that may be derived from it will have on the profession of 
pharmacy in the long run.

(Endnotes)
1 A copy of the Drug Interchangeability and Dispensing Fee Act can be found at http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca:81/
ISYSquery/IRL13D6.tmp/3/doc
2 A copy of the ODBA can be found at http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca:81/ISYSquery/IRL13D6.tmp/4/doc
3 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 7.
4 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 11.5.
5 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 10.
6 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 12.
7Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 12. 
8 The executive officer has a lot of responsibilities beyond the ones I’ve listed. A pretty comprehensive list can be found 
in Section 7 of Bill 102, which is located at the URL in Footnote 1.
9 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 7.
10 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 11.5.
11 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 7.
12Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 2. 
13 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 2.
14 Hansard for Legislative Assembly of Ontario for April 25, 2006.
15 Transparent Drug System for Patients Act, Section 12.1.
16 Hansard for Legislative Assembly of Ontario for April 27, 2006.
17 Hansard for Legislative Assembly of Ontario for April 25, 2006.
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******************************************************************************

Social Pre-requisites

All applicants must meet the specific requirements as listed below. Applications of 
candidates who do not meet one or more of these minimum published requirements will 
not be considered.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6
Give up 
your non-
pharmacy 
friends. From 
the first day of 
school, all you 
are going to 
be thinking of 
will be school. 
Thinking that 
you will have 
time to hang 
out with other 
Arts & Science 
students 
outside the 
faculty is just 
delusional 
thinking. 

Be in constant 
TIA (Talking 
in Acronyms) 
mode. It’s one 
of the allures 
of entering 
the profession 
of pharmacy 
- scrambled 
alphabets that 
don’t mean 
anything to 
anyone else. 

You will 
find yourself 
always 
looking for 
opportunities 
to wear that 
lab coat all 
the time. 
It’s the most 
attractive thing 
a pharmacy 
student can 
wear. And, 
if you really 
want to go for 
the kill, you 
will wear the 
name tag.   

Act like a 
vulture. 
Hover around 
papers that 
are going to 
be distributed 
soon. 

Obsess over 
every mark 
lost. Everyone 
else is doing it, 
so you might 
as well join in 
and complain 
about why you 
unfairly got 
only an ‘A-‘ on 
the last exam.     

Read the 
Monograph. 
Needless to 
say, all the 
cool people are 
doing it!

Fine Print
---Tulika Singh (1T0), Monograph Rep

Along with the program admissions and requirements, prospective students should be made aware of what it takes to stay in 
the program once they get in. I am not talking about the ‘six – o-and-go’. I am referring to the social life (or lack there of) 
which will be needed to become a successful pharmacy student.

Under the home page of the pharmacy admissions website, in very fine print (like the kind they use to write the hidden 
conditions of TELUS mobility’s contracts), they should have a link that takes students to a page elucidating another set of 
conditions that come with the triumph that is an acceptance to the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy. This link should take our 
prospective students to a webpage that looks something like this:

Frequently Asked Questions
Must I really have to undertake the steps above to ensure that I am successfully integrated?
No, but then must you really have to come to pharmacy to U of T. There is always Waterloo to fall back on.  
What if I really don’t want to give up my previous friends?
Cry yourself to sleep. 
Is it true that I will never have to buy a pen again?
Absolutely!!!

******************************************************************************
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“About the doors on this building...could someone explain to me why 
our Pharmacy Building has the most difficult doors to push and pull 
on the whole U of T campus? Some may call it exercise, others may 
call it a nuisance - I just want to know if there’s a sound engineering/
architectural benefit to having them built this way. Also, would there 
be a way to increase the speed at which they electronically open? If so, 
could we do it? However, at this rate, we’ll all have larger biceps to flex 
by the end of the year.”               --- Yuan Zhou (1T0)
 

--------------------

Our ‘beef’ with PB 
• The lack of pay phones
• The 3-4 stalls in the womens’ bathroom for 600+ females
• Doors that weigh 100 pounds each
• The lack of privacy because the entire building is basically 

made of glass
• Lecture halls with a draft, ALL the time
• How 75% of the building is NOT for undergraduate pharmacy 

students
• The elevators that do not go down to B2/B1 
• The lack of hot food served at the coffee shop (not to mention 

the slow lineups)
• The ‘cage’ on the 5th floor when taking the stairs that’s 

LOCKED so you can’t make it for PPL on time
• And lastly, the fact that we CANNOT eat in the lecture halls

Panic Party Labs (PPL) 
• The mentality that it’s normal to fail
• Tremors while taking verbal prescriptions so your writing 

becomes illegible and your spelling goes down the drain
• Encountering a condition you’ve NEVER heard of before and 

having to make recommendations
• Fighting with other students for a CPS
• Having multiple anxiety attacks within an hour
• Lugging 20 lbs. of resources and scrambling to find the answer
• Getting bombarded with BRAND names while only being 

taught generic
• Having your self confidence slowly stripped away from you
• That NOT killing the patient doesn’t equal a pass in PCC

--- Emily Lam and Janet Chong (0T8)

--------------------

Is it just me or is it the nicer the TAs are, the more they screw you 
over (ie: in Phm329 PPL labs)? You walk out of your PC skills session 
thinking you aced it, but then you find a pink slip mixed in amongst 
your PPL results, just to find out that your TA screwed you over and 
failed you for not addressing an issue that they said they never had!
So be very weary of those “nice” TAs because they may screw you over 
big time!     
      --- Anonymous 

I n s o l e n c e

A couple months ago, my fridge was absolutely empty and I was 
starving, so I headed off to Dominion to get a few basic food items.  
After picking up some milk, bread, and eggs, I scanned the cash 
register lanes.  The ‘express lanes’ were saturated with people, so I 
headed towards the shortest line at the other end of the store.  As I 
joined the line, a grouchy lady in the next lane over got tired of waiting 
and literally pushed me aside with her grocery cart to butt in front of 
me.  Her cart was full to the brim.  I had three items.  Before I could 
say anything, her face contorted into an expression the Devil himself 
would take pride in, and snapped, "I got here first!  Look at you, you’re 
hardly buying anything!  Go to the express lane!"  My mouth dropped 
open in shock at her rudeness.  I glanced over at the 20 people crowded 
around the express lanes, then eyed the next lane over that she had 
just abandoned – there were only three people there.  I protested at her 
unreasonable behaviour, but quickly gave up.  It seems that in this cold 
and dark world, the rude and wicked dominate everything while the kind 
and considerate have their soft hearts ripped open with icicles.  

--- Elaine Tam, 0T9
--------------------

To those complainers out there: First and second year DOES allow time 
for socializing, even while having to commute. Until you get to third 
year and you’ve failed labs on topics you have never been taught while 
being constantly lacking sleep, your complaints just land on deaf ears. 
Suck it up and enjoy it while you can. Every year just gets worse. 
      --- Anonymous

I’m not COMPLAINING...I’m just wondering.
Welcome to the newest, most experimental section of The Monograph...
     where students give their opinions about various issues currently on their minds...



So what’s under your lab coat?
Is it a passion for innovation and a drive for excellence?    
If so, we want to hear about it!

Nominate yourself or a friend for the Pharmasave Award for 
Student Innovation!  This award is given to an undergraduate 
pharmacy student who embodies outstanding leadership 
qualities and has demonstrated community outreach 
involvement and innovative initiatives in the profession of 
pharmacy.    

These are the qualities that have made Pharmasave into 
Canada’s leader in health and wellness programs.  We want 
to recognize students that have done the same.  If you or 
a friend are proud of your leadership qualities, community 
outreach and innovative initiatives, send in a nomination 
form today!

Entry forms can be obtained from your UPS Vice-President 
or from the UPS website.

We also encourage you to get involved in your Faculty and 
your profession.  For instance, consider:

• Vying for a student council or class council position.  
Demonstrate your leadership and commitment to 
your Faculty and fellow students. 

• Joining the Canadian Pharmacists Association 
and the Ontario Pharmacists’ Association and 
actively supporting and promoting the profession of 
pharmacy. 

Getting involved has its privilege.  The successful 
candidates for UPS President and Class Presidents will 
attend the highly anticipated OPA Conference in September 
2007 with complimentary conference registration, meals 
and overnight accommodations—courtesy of Pharmasave 
Ontario! 

If you’re interested in working for a company that 
is passionate about students and valuing their 

achievements, consider working for Pharmasave!

For more information, contact:

Peter Zawadzki, B.Sc.Phm., R.Ph.
Manager, Pharmacy Innovation

Pharmasave Ontario
Tel:  905.477.7820 ext 232

Email:  pzawadzki@on.pharmasave.ca

Pharmacy Humour!
A somewhat advanced society has fi gured how to package basic 
knowledge in pill form.

A second year pharmacy student, needing some knowledge, goes to 
the pharmacy and ask what kind of knowledge pills are available.  The 
Pharmacist says “Here’s a pill for Pharmaceutics.” The student takes the 
pill and swallows it and has new knowledge about Pharmaceutics!

“What else do you have?” ask the second year student.

“Well, I have pills for biochemistry, phm220, and pharmacology,” 
replies the pharmacist.

The student asks, “Do you have a pill for MEDCHEM?”

The pharmacist says “Wait just a moment”, and goes back into the 
storeroom and brings back the largest pill the student has ever seen, and 
plunks it on the counter.

“I have to swallow that huge pill for MEDCHEM?” inquiries the 
student.

The pharmacist replies “Well, you know….this is a suppository…
.MEDCHEM is always a big pain in the ass.”

Contributed by Peter Shalvardjian (0T8)
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